
  
  04 October 2015 
 
Dear Development Team, 
 
I’d like to suggest a small improvement to your Newnigma2 interface.  My suggestion doesn’t change 
any of the functions or the access to them, but makes the behaviour of the buttons the same and 
simplifies the exit from the functions to which they provide access. 
 
Here is a summary of my observations: 
 OK Button: 

Pressing the OK button The Channel Selection List is displayed 
Pressing the OK button again  The Channel Selection List is removed. 

 
Menu Button: 

Pressing the Menu button The Menu is displayed 
Pressing the Menu button again  The Menu is removed. 

 This is useful behaviour since the user does not need to move their finger to the Exit button to leave the 
function; continual presses of  the button will exit anyway.  Of course the Exit button can still be used to 
exit, but I am suggesting also to use the otherwise ignored press of the button to exit.  
My suggestion is to implement this behaviour throughout the interface. 
Here are my suggestions: 
 
Info Button: 

Pressing the Info button The Infobar is displayed (already implemented) Pressing the Info button again The Program Info window is displayed  (already implemented) 
Pressing the Info button again The Program Info window is removed.  (not implemented) 

 
Audio Button: 

Pressing the Audio  button The Audio window is displayed (already implemented) 
Pressing the Audio  button again The Audio window is removed. (not implemented)  

PVR Button: 
Pressing the PVR button The PVR window is displayed (already implemented) 
Pressing the PVR button again The Location Selection is displayed  (already implemented) 
Pressing the PVR button again The Location Selection is removed  (not implemented) 

 The advantage is that all buttons would demonstrate the same behaviour and the interface is therefore 
more intuitive to use. 
 
I would appreciate your comments and would be happy to answer any questions you may have. 
I hope to have made a small contribution to your otherwise excellent interface. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
  
Michael Alexander 
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